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this includes the patches for the main leagues of hungary, czech republic, slovakia, slovenia, bulgaria, estonia, latvia, lithuania and albania. i added all the teams from all leagues, and i added all kits, home and away, for every stadiums. i took more
time to add every kits, because i wanted to be 100% sure about everything. i will add more kits, and more stadiums in the next updates. 7th place in the 2014 under-20 world cup. croatia has a lot to be proud of. the 17-year-old midfielder, who

made his debut in the bundesliga in august, was twice on target at the world cup as the national team reached the quarter-finals. the prospect of joining bayern and the prospect of being one of the best in europe were enough to make fans sit up
and take notice of the youngster. he now faces a tricky task of following up his world cup with germany's 2-0 victory against argentina in the champions league final. 23th place in the 2013 under-20 world cup. nigeria have a lot to be proud of. the

20-year-old midfielder, who made his debut in the bundesliga in august, was twice on target at the world cup as nigeria reached the final. the prospect of joining bayern and the prospect of being one of the best in europe were enough to make fans
sit up and take notice of the midfielder. he now faces a tricky task of following up his world cup with germany's 2-0 victory against argentina in the champions league final. 31st place in the 2014 under-20 world cup. it was a total disaster for nigeria.
the 20-year-old midfielder, who made his debut in the bundesliga in august, was twice on target at the world cup as nigeria reached the final. the prospect of joining bayern and the prospect of being one of the best in europe were enough to make

fans sit up and take notice of the midfielder. he now faces a tricky task of following up his world cup with germany's 2-0 victory against argentina in the champions league final.
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On 12-31-2014 at 1022 hours, Officers were dispatched to the 400 block of Clinton Street, on a shooting complaint. Upon arrival, Officers located the victim, who had been shot, and transported him to a local hospital. The victim was treated and later released. On 09-18-2017 at approximately 1514
hours, officers of the Kansas City, Missouri Police Department were dispatched to 6823 Longview Rd, Kansas City, Jackson County, Missouri on a reported Robbery. Enroute to the location, the call was updated to a shooting. Upon arrival officers discovered a victim suffering from apparent gunshot

wounds inside the Boost Mobile Store at that location. The victim was transported to an area hospital where he succumbed to his injuries and was pronounced deceased. Anyone with any information about this homicide is urged to call the TIPS Hotline at 816-474-TIPS, or Det. Drake, case detective,
at KCPD Homicide Unit 816-889-1647/ 816-234-5228. At 0143 hours, officers of the Kansas City Missouri Police Department responded to 4665 Independence Blvd, Kansas City, Jackson County, Missouri, in regards to a shooting. Upon their arrival, officers were dispatched to the location and found a

victim of a shooting in the street. The victim was transported to a local hospital where he was pronounced deceased. This surveillance video captures the suspects involved in this incident. On 08-12-2017 at approximately 1004 hours, officers of the Kansas City Missouri Police Department were
dispatched to the Altadena Apartments in the 7300 block of East 69th Street, in reference to a shooting. Upon their arrival, officers located a victim inside a car in the complex garage. The victim was transported to a local hospital where he was pronounced deceased. Officers located several shell

casings inside and outside of the garage. This surveillance video captured the suspects involved in this incident. 5ec8ef588b
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